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Abstract: Entrepreneurship is an important process in regional economic development. Especially the continued growth of a minority of new firms is of major significance to the commercialization of new ideas and employment growth. These growing new firms are transforming on a structural basis, like caterpillars turning into butterflies. However, like butterflies they are at risk to leave their region of origin for better places. This paper analyses how and why the spatial organization of firms develops subsequent to their start-up. A new conceptual framework and an empirical study of the life course of entrepreneurial firms are used to construct a theory on their locational behavior that explains that behavior as the outcome of a process of initiatives taken by entrepreneurs, enabled and constrained by resources, capabilities and relations with stakeholders within and outside of the firm. This study shows that entrepreneurs decide whether or not to move their firm outside of their region of origin for different reasons in distinct phases of the firm life course. Being embedded in social networks, for example, is an important constraint on locational behavior during the early life course of a firm, but over time this becomes less important and other mechanisms like sunk costs increasingly determine the locational behavior of fast-growing firms. The development of the spatial organization is also of major importance: when a multilocal spatial organization has been realized, it is much easier to move the headquarters to another region. The spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms co-evolves with the accumulation of their capabilities. A developmental approach incorporating evolutionary mechanisms and recognizing human agency provides new insights into the age-old study of firm location.
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Introduction

In debates on indigenous economic development the role of entrepreneurship has increasingly been emphasized (Malecki 1997; Glasmeier 2000; Hart 2003; Nijkamp 2003). Most studies argue that a new firm is highly likely to start in the home region of its founder (Mueller and Morgan 1962; Reynolds and White 1997; Figueiredo et al. 2002; Hanson 2003), and that it is equally likely to stay in this region (Katona and Morgan 1952; Ellinger 1977; Pellenbarg et al. 2002). Furthermore, it is assumed that new firms are more important job creators than large established firms, and that the jobs they create in their region of origin are likely to be more permanent than the ones created by large firms whose interests often demand a greater mobility on the part of their workforce. However, empirical research indicates that it is not new firms (which are often little more than self-employed individuals) as such that are the key; but rather the relatively small number of fast-growing new firms that account for the lion’s share of net new job creation (Kirchhoff 1994; Storey 1997; Schreyer 2000; Buss 2002). These firms are successful in commercializing new ideas on a large scale. It is also likely that they are a more significant source of uneven regional development than new firm formation per se, since geographically speaking they are spread more unevenly (Stam 2005) and appear to have a stronger effect on employment rates. The policy question that this raises is whether these highly dynamic fast-growing firms are a secure source of economic development, in other words, whether they stay in their region of origin, or are they likely to mimic their large counterparts and become increasingly ‘footloose’¹. They are neither small (anymore) nor (yet) large, which triggers questions about their changing (spatial) nature: they undergo structural change and are changing, so to speak, from caterpillars into butterflies. This makes them highly interesting research objects, both from a regional economic development point of view (Markusen 1996; Glasmeier 2000) and at the micro-level, in other words, at the level of entrepreneurship (Kenney and Patton 2005) and the firm (Maskell 2001; Taylor and Asheim 2001).

The central research question in this paper is: how and why does the spatial organization of firms develop during distinct phases in their early life course? The purpose of this paper is to improve our understanding of the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms. Locational behavior involves locational flexibility (relocation) and locational adjustment (opening and closure of branches) of firms. We show how the changing characteristics of an entrepreneurial firm, its external relationships, the changing role of the entrepreneur and his or her personal relationships affect the spatial organization of the firm. The locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms is explained by their willingness and ability to change the spatial organization during distinct phases in their early life course. This study shows that the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms co-evolves with the accumulation of their capabilities.

There is no complete understanding of how and why firms develop (Geroski 2001), and we know even less about the development of the spatial organization of fast-growing entrepreneurial firms (O’Farrell and Hitchens 1988; Beyers 2002). But although there is as yet no well-developed-theory on the development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms, there are a number of studies that may provide valuable insight into the dynamic relationship between these firms and their regional environment. Existing studies on entrepreneurship – the process of starting and continuing to expand new businesses (Hart 2003, 5) – and internationalization are used to construct a model of the development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms. This model explicitly takes into account the changing spatial nature of firms. I compare the model with the results of empirical research on the life course of young fast-growing firms. In this empirical research I describe and explain the changing spatial organization of the firms. The conceptual building blocks and the outcomes of the empirical research are used to construct a theory on the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms.

¹ Like the well-known example of Lycos moving from Pittsburgh to Boston (Florida 2002, 216-217).
The paper starts with a conceptualization of entrepreneurial firms and their spatial organization, and a model of the development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms. In subsequent sections I present the research design and methods, and explore and explain the development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms, which is confronted with the earlier constructed model of the development of the spatial organization. A section that develops a theory of locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms follows this. In the final section I discuss the implications of this study.

Conceptualizing Entrepreneurial Firms and their Spatial Organization

Most existing theoretical studies, in particular those that investigate firm location, fail to take the changing nature of the entrepreneurial firm and the development processes underlying this changing nature into account. This failure can be traced back to three dominant theories, namely neo-classical economic theory (Moses 1958), transaction cost theory (McCann and Sheppard 2003), and the behavioral theory of the firm (Carr 1983). The former two theories are essentially comparative static theories (Rathe and Witt 2001), while the latter, although being dynamic, focuses exclusively on short term decision-making processes (cf. Knudsen 1995). Although location studies have a long tradition, there are areas that are yet to be examined. This would involve a life course approach to the analysis of the development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms. Recently, new approaches have been proposed that explain the development of firms as an unfolding process (Garnsey 1998; Rathe and Witt 2001). They do not treat firms as static, unchanging entities, but rather like caterpillars undergoing a structural change and turning into butterflies (Penrose 1995). These approaches shed new light on the theory of the (new) firm and draw attention to the neglected role of the entrepreneur in organizational change. Looking at the entrepreneur at a personal level also means investigating his or her personal network relationships (Granovetter 1995; Johannisson 1995; 2000). To analyze the way entrepreneurial firms grow by co-evolving with others and by forming connections and partnerships with complementary organizations we have to look at their inter-organizational network relationships (Schutjens and Stam 2003). These relationships are considered important elements in explaining the locational behavior of firms, to the extent that recent studies argue that inter-organizational relationships are tying firms to their regional cluster of origin (Van den Berg et al. 2001), either because of localized knowledge networks (Storper 1992; Maskell et al. 1998) or because of the dependence of small firms on regional ‘core’ firms (Storper and Harrison 1991; Romo and Schwartz 1995).

Development Phases in the Life Course of Entrepreneurial firms

To analyze the effect of the way a firm develops during its life course on its spatial organization, I distinguish a number of distinct periods in that life course: development phases, which are not phases in the sense that they represent a predictable sequential process, but which I use instead to structure the development of new (fast-growing) firms. This ‘temporal bracketing’ in the form of development phases permits “the constitution of comparative units of analysis for the exploration and replication of theoretical ideas” (Langley 1999, 703). The development phases constitute comparative units of analysis for the exploration of the interaction between the development of firms over time and the development of their spatial organization. Insight into the changing nature of firms is a necessary condition for the general purpose of this paper: to improve our understanding of the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms.

We define the distinct development phases as phases that are dominated by specific processes. The start-up phase is defined as the period in which an entrepreneur recognizes a
business opportunity and in which he or she starts to mobilize the resources needed to take advantage of that opportunity. In this phase the firm is often, though not necessarily always, established as a legal entity. The firm emerges out of the combination of the resources to which the entrepreneur has direct access and which he or she is able to mobilize. This resource base has to be deployed in order to realize an opportunity. It comprises the firm’s processes (e.g. new product development, sales/marketing, logistics) and asset positions that collectively encompass its competences and capabilities (Teece et al. 2000). The initial survival phase is the period after the start-up phase in which, firstly, new value is created and provided to a product-market, and secondly, returns are captured as the outcome of a process of competition. In more abstract terms this means that the firm is able to generate resources through its own productive and commercial activities. Financial resources (profits) are generated as the outcome of the process of competition, which means that the firm is able to survive in a market economy. In order to survive in a market economy in the longer term, entrepreneurs have to solve basic problems: after the necessary resources have been found, the product has to be developed, produced and connected to suppliers and customers. Competences may be created as the outcome of the learning process in solving these problems. When the firm not only survives but also grows, it enters the early growth phase, a phase that is defined as the period in which the growth of the firm’s (tangible and intangible) assets exceeds a certain (measurable) threshold (cf. Garnsey et al. 2006). This growth can be caused by various processes and in different ways. Two dominant processes in this phase are the profitable exploitation of new market opportunities and the delivery of products to a growing product-market (share). Growth can also be the result of an ‘artificial’ process of resource acquisition, whereby external investors supply financial resources, expecting superior returns in the future. There is not only progress in the life course of entrepreneurial firms: periods of reversal are common experiences for many new growing firms. In this study I have called these periods the growth syndrome phases. We define this phase as a period when the decrease of (tangible and intangible) assets of the firm exceeds a certain (measurable) threshold. Growth syndromes can be caused by a plethora of factors related to the entrepreneur (or entrepreneurial team), the firm and the external environment. Finally, there is a phase that, although it is similar to the early growth phase in a number or respects, is different in one important aspect: resource accumulation, which dominates the accumulation phase. Resource accumulation is caused by the same processes that are dominant in the early growth phase, but in the accumulation phase the outcome is more favorable, which refers to the processes that lead to excess capacity (Penrose 1995) and organizational slack (Cyert and March 1963). These two outcomes can lead to additional deployment of (excess) resources and the reinvestment of surplus financial resources respectively. The resource accumulation process allows firms to respond to environmental changes without succumbing to resource shortages. In this phase, firms are able to grow not only in an organic way, but also through acquisitions, because they have the financial and managerial resources to take over relatively large firms. The various phases and dominant processes are summarized in table 1.

### Table 1. Development phases and dominant processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development phase</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start-up</td>
<td>Opportunity recognition; resource mobilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial survival</td>
<td>Resource generation (create and deliver value, and capture returns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early growth</td>
<td>Surplus resource generation / opportunity recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth syndrome</td>
<td>Resource detraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>Resource accumulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the various phases are presented in a specific sequence, this does not imply that they necessarily occur in the sequence in which they are presented (see Garnsey et al. 2006). A study of these processes and phases provides essential insights into the changing nature of firms and the sources of their diversity, which allows us to analyze the influence firm development in general has on the spatial organization of firms.
Spatial Organization

As I mentioned earlier, it is the purpose of this paper to improve our understanding of the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms. This means that I not only have to take into account a conceptualization of entrepreneurial firms, and the processes of development, but also a particular dimension of firm development, namely the development of its spatial organization by means of its locational behavior. Locational behavior refers to changing the spatial organization of firms as a consequence of development processes and possibly as an antecedent of development processes. Spatial organization can be defined as the spatial configuration of physical resources that is the outcome of a location decision-making process (cf. Clark and Wrigley 1997). If these resources are important to the competitive advantage of a firm, they are called “locational assets” (Teece et al. 2000, 346). Our definition of spatial organization is based both on the behavioral theory of the firm, because it can be considered the outcome of a (investment) decision-making process (Cyert and March 1963), and on the organizational capabilities view of the firm, because it treats the firm as a collection of productive resources (Penrose 1995).

Existing literature provides insight into the way firm growth leads to relocation (Pellenbarg et al. 2002) and the way geographic expansion is used as a growth strategy (Chandler 1962; Greening et al. 1996). This paper contributes to the literature on firm location by proposing three potential innovations. First of all, I add ‘opportunity-driven’ location-related decision-making next to the existing ‘problem-driven’ one we encounter in the behavioral approach (so-called problemistic search (Cyert and March 1963) ). The two types of decision-making define a firm’s willingness to change its spatial organization. Secondly, I identify the role that willingness and ability play in the location-related decision-making process. Whereas most research in economics is based on revealed preferences, I believe that in order to explain behavior we also have to take into account the willingness and ability of actors to behave in a certain way. The ability to change the spatial organization can be explained by three strands of literature: the ‘neo-classical economic’ literature, which emphasizes the comparative costs (and thus ‘economic’ ability) of production at a certain location2 (cf. Hoover and Vernon 1959); the ‘resource dependence’ literature, which focuses on the structural dependence on transaction partners (cf. Romo and Schwartz 1995); and the organizational capabilities literature, which sees the firm as a bundle of resources and capabilities that enable it to implement certain (spatial) strategies (cf. Luo 2000; Helfat and Peteraf 2003). These organizational capabilities enable a firm to change its spatial organization successfully (“dynamic capability”) and to adapt to its new spatial organization (“operational capability”) (cf. Kogut and Zander 1993). By looking at the role willingness and ability play in this decision-making process we are able to determine whether it is indeed willingness rather than ability that forms the bottleneck in locational change. We could argue, for instance, that new/small firms are ‘locationally ignorant’ because they do not consider changing their spatial organization at all, while older/large firms are ‘locationally adaptive’, in that they are more likely to adapt their spatial organization to changes in their environment (Ellinger 1977). However, this argument would be based on a cross-sectional comparison of firms, while we are interested in a longitudinal analysis. This brings us to the third innovation, namely the decision to look at firms from a life course perspective, which allows us to analyze the changing conditions that enable and constrain the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms.

---

2 Including both location-specific production costs and transportation costs of inputs and outputs (cf. Moses 1958) and, in a more advanced version also including logistics-costs (transport costs plus all of the industrial costs associated with holding inventory) or spatial transaction costs (both transportation and information transmission costs related to production and trade) (McCann and Sheppard 2003).
This locational behavior may materialize on different spatial scales. It may occur at a regional level, i.e. the level at which almost all relocations take place, but it may also be at an international level, in the form of so-called ‘foreign direct investments’ of multinational firms (Dunning 1998). Locational behavior thus involves both relocation (locational flexibility) and the opening and closure of branches (locational adjustment), two types of location changes which thus far have been treated separately in most studies. I believe that, if we are to analyze the development of (new) firms, it is important that we look at both locational flexibility and locational adjustment, as one can be a substitute for the other.

Analyzing a firm with a specific spatial organization at a certain moment during its life course implies that the firm has been willing and able to realize the locational change that led to this spatial organization. We define the unobservable concepts of willingness and ability in such a way that both their levels should surpass a given threshold for a firm to change its spatial organization: ability is a necessary condition while willingness is a contingent condition (problem- or opportunity-driven), which together combine into a locational event. In other words, willingness refers to the stated preference (a so-called “locational initiative”), while ability is needed to turn this into a revealed preference.

In existing literature I found five models on the development of the spatial organization that can be related to the development phases I conceptualized in the previous section. These models can be found in Vernon (1966; 1979), Taylor (1975), Johanson and Vahlne (1977), Håkanson (1979), and Dicken (1992). When we combine them, we are led to expect that firms in the start-up and initial survival phases do not decide explicitly where they are going to locate (locationally ignorant), but instead simply decide to sell products on the markets that can be reached from their home location, based on their superior knowledge of the local market and the need to be close to their initial suppliers and customers. The spatial organization of firms in the start-up and initial survival phases is thus expected to be unilocational. In the early growth phase, knowledge about markets and locations outside the region of origin increases through a process of learning that takes place as the geographical market area expands. This improved knowledge of more distant markets reduces the risks of entering new markets (through sales and/or direct investments). Firms also need to become multiregional or multinational because they face increasing competition in their home region or because their growth in that region is too slow. Expansion into other regions may also reduce the costs involved in production and distribution. This makes expansion within the home region and/or new (inter)national branches the most likely changes in the spatial organization during the early growth phase. Corporate restructurings in the growth syndrome phase, caused by external or internal forces, often involve the reduction in both domestic and international operations, which are likely to lead to the closure of (inter)national branches. Although sustained growth may make it necessary to move into export markets, such a move may also place such a heavy burden on a young firm’s resources and competences that it brings its growth to a halt. In the accumulation phase the production capacity has grown to such an extent that location constraints force a firm to decentralize its production and to set up or acquire plants outside its region or country of origin. The accumulation of (financial) resources removes the obstacles small firms normally encounter when they consider widening the scope and scale of their spatial organization. In this phase firms are also better able to access foreign markets due the increased knowledge of these markets. These conditions in the accumulation phase trigger and enable the opening of new (inter)national branches.

We have summarized these expectations in table 2, based on the development phases (rows) and the five models on the development of the spatial organization.
Table 2. Development phases and spatial development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development phase</th>
<th>Spatial organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start-up</td>
<td>Unilocational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial survival</td>
<td>Unilocational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early growth</td>
<td>Expansion within the home region and/or new (inter)national branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth syndrome</td>
<td>Closure of national or international branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>New (inter)national branches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The studies on spatial development depict a probable development sequence. The actual development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms is also the consequence of unforeseen environmental interactions and voluntary strategic choices that are hard to predict. Especially the (spatial) development of entrepreneurial firms is likely to be processual, iterative and fluctuating and does not occur in the neat sequential stages implied in the reviewed studies: a recent strand of literature on so-called international entrepreneurship has argued that the international activity of small and new firms can better be evaluated with the entrepreneurship literature than the traditional internationalisation process theories (Fletcher 2004; Auttio 2005). In addition, the entrepreneur’s existing knowledge and expertise may also affect the way a firm develops in time and space.

What implications do these studies on the development of the spatial organization have for the analysis of locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms? What they have in common is a focus on investment decision-making under conditions of uncertainty, and the notion that a firm’s life course is characterized by learning and increasing resource commitments. They are helpful in analyzing the locational adjustment of entrepreneurial firms, especially when they decide to expand internationally. However, although these studies provide insight into the way in which firms develop at various spatial levels, they only look at locational flexibility at a regional level, assuming relocation is most likely to take place during the early growth phase. This means that they tell us little to nothing about flexibility at the national and/or international level. A firm’s decision to relocate is to a large extent determined by internal factors (Van Dijk and Pellenbarg 2000; Brouwer et al. 2004), which means that looking at the life course of a firm should help explain what motivates the locational behavior of firms. The models presented in these studies were constructed with 20th century manufacturing firms in mind, and one may well wonder whether the insights they provide apply to a 21st century knowledge economy that is characterized by a greater reliance on intellectual capabilities rather than physical inputs or natural resources (Powell and Snellman 2004), and in which firms may well have a superior locational maneuverability. In addition, these studies tend to neglect the role of personal network relationships in locational changes.

Research Design and Data Collection

The empirical part of this study is based on intensive research (Sayer 1992) including comparative case studies (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2003). We have examined concrete events that may to some extent be unique. However, “[t]he focus is not on how or why something happened but on how or why something happens” (Mohr 1982, 5). We are looking for mechanisms that explain the development of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms. The abstract knowledge resulting from insight into these mechanisms may be more generally applicable (Sayer 1992, chapter 9; Hedström and Swedberg 1998).

I have used a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods. Through semi-structured interviews I registered the general characteristics of the entrepreneur, his or her network relationships, the firm, its inter-organizational relationships and their locations. To reveal the actual logic involved in the decision-making process, I conducted the interviews as close dialogues with the founding owner-managers of the firms (cf. Schoenberger 1991; Clark 1998). The qualitative method involved a life history of the firm as told by the entrepreneur.
(Van Geenhuizen et al. 1992), which was explicated using a critical incident technique (Chell and Pittaway 1998; Kaulio 2003). Most of the interviews lasted between one and three hours. In addition to the information gathered in the interviews, I collected data from company archives, the press and other media.

A central element in the empirical analysis of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms is formed by the dynamic constructs of locational adjustment and flexibility, which refer to the adjustment of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms outside their headquarters (the place where the entrepreneur/owner-manager executes his or her activities) and to the flexibility of the location of the headquarters respectively. They shed light on a firm’s ability to switch assets from one location to another without too much friction, and on its flexibility (Sayer 2000). Using these two dimensions we can measure a firm’s tendency to concentrate or disperse (cf. Storper 1997, 299-300). The development of the spatial organization of firms consists of a sequence of changes in their spatial organization. In order to find typical sequences of locational events I coded their various types (cf. Abbott 1995). Figure 1 shows the two dimensions in the dynamics of the spatial organization and the locational events involved. There are two states of locational flexibility: “inert” (no relocations outside the region of origin) and “flexible” (relocated outside region of origin). The three states of locational adjustment refer to the scale on which these adjustments have taken place: regional, national, or multinational.

![Figure 1. Locational flexibility and locational adjustment](image)

**Research Sample**

We based the sampling on a nested, three-stage design. In the first two stages I determined the population, and selected the research cases in the final stage.

In the first stage, I constructed a population of young fast-growing firms, on the basis of three criteria. To begin with, the firms had to be independent and privately held (i.e. entrepreneurial firms): owned-managed by (one of) the founder(s) with a majority stake in the firm, which meant there could be no separation between ownership and control. Secondly, they had to be young, which I defined as being between 5 and 11 years old. This criterion implied that, although the firms could not yet be considered fully mature, they had at least survived the first 4 years of existence - which are generally characterized by the highest failure rates.
Thirdly, they had to have generated at least 20 full-time equivalents (including the owner-manager(s)), which is a rough indicator for company success and also means that the nature of the firm has changed. The firms were selected from the database of the Dutch Chambers of Commerce (1999), which is the most complete database of firms in the Netherlands. At the end of the first stage, the firms that were active in industries heavily dependent on local natural inputs (extractive industries) or local demand (retail and consumer services) were removed from the database, which yielded a database population of 1295 firms in predominantly manufacturing and business services. These firms were removed from the database because I wanted to exclude firms that focused predominantly on local inputs and demand, and as such were highly unlikely to relocate elsewhere.

In the second stage, the database population was further refined by excluding firms which I knew to be branch offices (for instance of a large multinational company like Philips) or that were more than 11 years old. This led to a research population of 1165 firms. The remaining firms were contacted by telephone to ensure that they really did belong to the population, and to determine some of their basic characteristics (such as relocations, number and location of branches, founders, and so forth). In the end we reached 390 firms that also wanted to cooperate. Unfortunately, 216 of these firms were completely owned by external parties or had no active founder anymore. This led to a research population of 174 entrepreneurial firms that matched all the selection criteria: active in manufacturing and business services, not completely owned by third parties and in which (at least one of) the founder(s) was still active.

The telephone survey showed that, although 55% of the firms in our population had moved after they started, only 4% had moved out of their region of origin, that is to say, by more than 50 kilometers from their original location. Normally, administrative areas are selected to define a firm’s region (such as provinces or Chamber of Commerce districts), but I felt that, since most often this is done so mainly for pragmatic reasons, it made more sense to use an actual geographical definition (cf. Vaessen 1993, 96). The theoretical reason for choosing a radius of 50 kilometers is that this area covers most of its labor market area (Limtanakool et al. 2006) as well as most of the entrepreneurs’ daily contacts (Sweeney 1987), and that most of the knowledge spill-overs take place within that radius (Fritsch and Slavtchev 2005).

I selected the research sample from the research population that was defined in the first two stages. To begin with, I focused on the reasons fast-growing firms have to stay within their region of origin, because of the practical concern of regional policy-makers to keep these promising firms within their regional borders. This aspect is especially relevant because, generally speaking, existing studies tend to look exclusively at local and nearby relocations. When I started selecting young fast-growing firms that had left their region of origin, I managed to trace only eight young fast-growing firms that had moved beyond the 50 kilometer radius. It would appear that butterflies do indeed hardly leave their region of origin. I compared these eight firms with firms within the same sector and region of origin, but which had not left their region. In all other respects these second group of firms displayed the same characteristics in terms of size, age, industry, and ownership. I then added a third group that consisted of similar firms that had not grown since their start-up (so-called micro-firms). These firms had to meet the same criteria, except with regard to size: they had to have created up to 5 full time jobs. This enabled the comparison of micro firms that faced similar initial conditions as the fast-growing firms, but that did not enter the early growth phase. In some cases I was unable to select a complete pair from either the first two selection stages (young fast-growing firms) or the Chamber of Commerce database (micro firms). The final sample consisted of 25 young fast-growing firms and 8 young micro firms in four propulsive industries, namely professional business services, biomedicals, graphics-media, and shipbuilding. The advantage of our sample is that it consists of firms, not plants as is usual in location studies, which allows us to distinguish multilocational firms and the relocation of headquarters.

Most (15) of the young fast-growing firms had a size between 20-100 employees, while 10 were larger (between 100 and 300 employees). The 25 young fast-growing firms were
responsible for a direct creation of 2309 jobs, only about 45% of which was created in their region of origin. However, this was due largely to an overrepresentation of locationally flexible firms in our sample: whereas 67% of all jobs created (in total 1358 jobs) by firms that stayed within their region of origin (normally 95% of the population) was created within that region, only 12% of those created by locationally flexible firms was created in their region of origin.

**Locational Behavior of Entrepreneurial firms**

The sequence of locational events of a firm makes up the development of its spatial organization. The path of each firm starts at the start-up phase and can be traced through other phases in its life course. Table 3 shows the 128 locational events in the development phases of the firms studied. In general, locational events involve the organic growth or decline of firms, although acquired growth may also be involved. The addition of an ‘A’ to the relevant code means that a change in the state of the spatial organization goes hand in hand with acquired growth. For example, ‘A5’ signifies the acquisition of a firm outside the home region. Some locational events occur simultaneously, for example ‘90’ means relocation from home-based to business premises outside the region of origin; ‘94’ means shifting the main office to an existing location outside of the home region and closing the former main office.

Several firms continued to be home-based until they reached the initial survival phase (firms c, d, C, G, and M) or even longer (firms J, K, L, and b). Within the group of firms that did change locations a subdivision can be made into two categories: firms that changed their location only once, and firms that did so more than once (and possibly have built a capability to change the spatial organization successfully). We could not apply this division within the group of locationally flexible firms, since none of them made multiple extra-regional relocations. Secondly, there are firms that fail to remain national (firms C and X) or multinational (firms A and M); these firms are placed between [brackets] in table 3. The spatial paths in space are named after the branch that was furthest from the home region at any point in time. The group of locationally flexible firms can be split into two subgroups: “early leavers” (firms U, d, G, K, and L), which move out of the region before they grow, and “late leavers”, which have grown substantially and are already located in several places (firms B, H, R, and X) before they leave or during their relocation.
Table 3. Locational events and dynamics in the spatial organization†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path type</th>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Start-up</th>
<th>Initial survival</th>
<th>Early growth</th>
<th>Syndrome</th>
<th>Accumulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inert regional (IR)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>01**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inert national (IN)</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td>11A511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inert multinational (IM)</td>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1537851</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[M]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1355</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>357777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible regional (FR)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible national (FN)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1553153</td>
<td></td>
<td>55596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A39</td>
<td>A55A5A5A5A5A5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>01A95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible multinational (FM)</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† See figure 1 for the codes of the locational events
* after growth syndrome; ** after initial survival; *** stays home-based
# after accumulation; ## and at least 10 more new and acquired branches

How does the development of entrepreneurial firms over time relate to the development of their spatial organization? In the next subsections I present the analysis of the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms in general and young fast-growing firms in particular in the different development phases. We also provide some illustrative examples from the case studies.

Start-up

As one would expect, the experiences and characteristics of a founder-entrepreneur have a crucial influence during the start-up phase of a firm. In most cases, a firm is set-up because its founder is either unhappy with his or her professional situation, or because he or she recognizes an opportunity.

In most cases, entrepreneurs just set up shop near where they live or used to work. As the entrepreneur of firm a stated: “Why did I start here? Because I live in Delft and the two [business] partners at that time lived in Rotterdam. Now, why should you go and move somewhere else?”. In a similar vein the entrepreneur of firm H stated: “if you have nothing [at the start of the enterprise] you prefer to stay in your well-known environment”. A business site
outside the region where the entrepreneur lives or used to work is almost never taken into consideration. Since there is only limited access to resources and the start-up phase is fraught with uncertainty, it makes no sense to even think about spending time and money trying to locate elsewhere. When there is sufficient certainty about the future prospects of the business and the entrepreneur has adequate resources to invest, or can acquire financial resources on the capital market, a formal business site within the home region of the entrepreneur may be hired or bought. In many cases the choice in favor of a location is made at random, sometimes motivated by the entrepreneur’s knowledge of locations, or because premises are available through personal relationships.

Most entrepreneurs tend to locate in their home region because of three mechanisms. First of all, entrepreneurial opportunities are local, not universal. Different people have access to different information and entrepreneurs discover opportunities in markets with which they are familiar, most likely in or near their former working and living environments (cf. Zander 2004). Secondly, since the business will not yet have generated any profits, the location choice is likely to be conditioned by personal motives and networks, which include other people in the home region, such as family, friends, and professional networks. Thirdly, due to the limited access to financial resources, there is only a small range of local or even home-based locations to consider for the initial spatial organization.

In this phase some young fast-growing firms expand in situ, or within their region of origin, in anticipation of future growth or because of growth enabled by external resource providers. Promising biomedical and ICT firms can attract large sums of investment capital in the start-up phase and can use them to realize the necessary locational changes before they generate resources themselves. These locational changes can also be realized when entrepreneurs have access to relatively plentiful financial resources, because they have sold their former business or shares from their former employer. In these circumstances, the usual shortage of resources, and thus low frequency of locational change in the start-up phase, does not occur. In other words, firms that have access to or can mobilize substantial resources during the start-up phase are able to realize locational changes early on.

Initial Survival

The initial survival phase is characterized by the necessary mobilization and subsequent generation of resources. These two development processes make it likely that the current location of a firm is not longer acceptable, and that a more efficient and effective location has to be found. To a large extent, the search for this new location is affected by three mechanisms. Firstly, the entrepreneur remains the most important actor in the firm and his or her professional and personal life are strongly intertwined, which means that personal motives and networks enable the search for a new location with information and resources provided by network members. This may, however, also prove to be a constraining factor, because of personal motives involving certain idiosyncratic preferences and a desire to stay close to other important persons such as family members and friends. In this phase there may emerge a certain tension between the entrepreneur’s personal and professional interests. The firms that have moved from a home-based location to a business site in the initial survival phase decided to do so because their business life became too intermingled with their private lives, or because they needed a more professional identity. I found that being located at a formal business site increased the legitimation of the firm and that made it easier to attract new customers or resource providers. Professional surroundings help clarify the identity of a firm, which explains why firms decide to move to a more recognizable site in this phase. For example, the entrepreneur of firm B stated:

… physical presence is important for a certain sense of reliability: are we involved in a relationship with some arbitrary PO Box holder in Curaçao, or can I knock on the door and when I get angry can I meet someone? I understand feelings like that; I would not readily do business with enterprises that only have a PO Box.
The second mechanism involves resource dependence: important customers that are responsible for a major part of a firm’s turn-over may have a significant impact on that firm’s spatial organization. These customers may prefer or even force a firm (not) to move elsewhere because of the low transportation and transaction costs and the possibility to steer the activities of the supplying firm toward their specific demands. Thirdly, the resources that are generated in this phase may broaden the scope of investment opportunities and thereby stimulate locational change. It is ultimately the product market in which the goods and services are sold that determines whether it is viable to produce and sell goods and services from the specific location. Even though in this phase production and sales volumes are likely to be so small that they themselves do not provide an incentive to open up new branch offices, a firm may decide to move elsewhere anyway if the region in which it operates provides insufficient prospects currently or in the foreseeable future. Relocations for reasons of this nature will, however, only take place when the other liabilities of the mechanisms discussed are not activated. When firms d and G of our research population decided to find a suitable business location, their first relocation took them outside of their home region, though they did relocate to a region where they had previously been working (firm G) or living (firm d). Most of the firms that decide to move to a business site during the start-up phase do not change anything in their spatial organization. Of course, all micro firms remain in the initial survival phase (see table 3).

Early Growth

Most firms that do not fail in the early stages of their existence remain in the initial survival phase: they remain ‘caterpillars’. There is a small group of new firms that not only manages to survive, but that is able to grow considerably as well: these firms undergo structural change and become ‘butterflies’. They move in the early growth phase either because their initial product proves to be highly successful, or because they have managed to discover additional opportunities that supplement the initial product-market combination.

The early growth phase is full of locational dynamics. One of the characteristics inherent in this phase is the need for additional space as a result of increases in human resources or production facilities. Most firms manage to realize their expansion within their region, because there it is easier to retain personnel and find affordable real estate. If it is not possible to expand within the region, or if there are organizational, marketing-related, or labor market-related factors that make expansion outside the region more desirable, firms will consider setting up a branch elsewhere. However, in most cases a firm will have to encounter considerable difficulties with regard to its old location before such a move is made. Another reason to set up a branch office elsewhere is the recognition of new opportunities. Entrepreneurs in growing firms who set up multiple branches involve others in the decision-making process. This will enhance the job satisfaction of the employees and make it more likely that opportunities will be spotted. Employees can take action to improve the accessibility of the workplace by starting new branches closer to their homes, which will improve a firm’s ability to retain and attract valuable employees. When other people besides the entrepreneur are on the look-out for new opportunities, this is likely to allow the firm to grow more and faster. Setting up new branches is also made possible by reinvesting the surplus revenues generated by growth. The decision whether to set up a new branch within the region or country of origin, or even abroad, depends on the entrepreneur’s prior knowledge and on the nature of the markets that are served. An entrepreneur with some business experience in other regions or countries is more likely to set up new branches there. Alternatively, knowledge concerning possible new regions may be provided by customers that are located in those regions.
International expansion of firm N

For firm N, the international expansion was largely explained by the entrepreneur’s background and by the nature of the market. Before setting up the firm, the entrepreneur had been living and working abroad for a while. Initially, the firm set up branches abroad to service important Dutch customers in Southeast Asia. After a while it also started to attract new local customers. The entrepreneur of firm N rationalized the increased involvement in this part of the world as follows: “We have started there and that feels quite good. That turned out to be the situation until now. So you could also say: why don’t you start in South America? Well, we haven’t been there yet.” This is a clear case of cognitive path dependence.

Other firms decide to open a new branch in areas where they are already providing goods or services, based on the assumption that closer proximity to their customers will enable them to gain a stronger foothold or increase the service they are able to provide. In this phase professional business service firms in particular start new branches inside and outside their region to attract or retain professionals; sometimes this development is stimulated by an organizational structure in which the business units have reached a maximum size.

The internal selection – i.e. location decision-making process – determines which of the many locational initiatives will be realized. Three mechanisms explain the outcome of the internal selection. Firstly, the growth of the firm often involves investments that are not, or at least not fully, recoverable: sunk costs (Clark and Wrigley 1997). These may be investments in physical and human resources that are tied to the current location, or at least to the current region. Because of these sunk costs it makes sense to keep large parts of the spatial organization as they are, which will hamper a firm’s locational flexibility. When firms have reached a certain size, the sunk costs in terms of human resources are a real barrier to relocation (i.e. exit) out of the region of origin. For example the entrepreneur of firm S stated in this respect: “You must take account of the fact that about half your team will say: I’m not coming with you, and... so, what does that mean? Is your continuity put at risk? Yes, perhaps a little. And then you must think about it. For some of it you wouldn’t want to move at all.”

The second mechanism allows for more changes in the spatial organization. Resources that are created in the early growth phase may be used to finance new locational initiatives. Thirdly, through organizational learning and attracting new human resources, a firm may acquire the capabilities needed to realize more complex – multiregional or even multinational – forms of spatial organization. For example internationalization was high on the agenda in the early growth phase of firm A. A previous expansion abroad went badly. In a fit of impetuosity firm A established an office in San Francisco in the shadow cast by a big client. The entrepreneur of firm A admitted “Too early and too unprepared, and too little substance. We had in fact no idea how we were going to set about things. A learning experience, which happily didn’t cost us too much money.”.

When we take all this into account it becomes clear that firms that have entered the early growth phase are most likely to expand within their home region or country. If there are few location-specific sunk costs involved, a firm may decide to move to a better location outside of the region.

Firms that are able to conduct their business without office or production space, even into the early growth phase, do not accumulate high amounts of sunk costs and may have employees that are located in various locations. In many cases, firms of this nature move out of their home region to their first formal offices in (or just before) the early growth phase. Not only locational flexibility involves virtual forms of spatial organization, locational adjustment can also be substituted with virtual firms of organizing. For example, firm S initially considered becoming multiregional, even multinational. It considered setting up a German branch in order to support its customers there. However, on reconsideration, having a German telephone number and some traveling personnel there seemed to be more effective and efficient than a complete new branch. So a ‘virtual’ branch was established:
We do have a GMBH in Germany; it’s financially useful to have that. But, we don’t need to create any overheads. From Groningen, you can send orders throughout the whole of Germany within 24 hours. Why then should we have an office in Germany? You can just have a virtual office there. People call from Germany and the phone is answered here in German. As well as the fiscal advantage, we also pay the traveling personnel through Germany. And as for the rest, people just sit here and talk to the clients on the phone. (Entrepreneur, firm S)

**Growth Syndrome**

If for some reason a firm encounters and is unable to solve problems in its development, a *growth syndrome phase* sets in. The problems that emerge in this phase sometimes call for a solution that involves the closure of certain locations; in some cases the only thing that may save firms in this phase is disinvestments. During this phase there is characteristically no change in a firm’s spatial organization, as they need to focus their attention elsewhere and find themselves in a highly uncertain situation. Not many of the firms had needed to shut down branches, but when they had, it was usually in or just after the growth syndrome phase. In the case of firm X, the closure of a branch (and indirectly the relocation of the headquarters from Meppel to Deventer) was motivated both by a declining local market (in Meppel), and personal preferences of the entrepreneur (for a headquarters in Deventer):

> Besides, to be honest with you, I myself had less affinity with Meppel than with Deventer. Because I thought that that service package we were offering in Deventer suited me better as an entrepreneur. A better future, but actually I also had a better feeling about Deventer. So that meant that I paid less attention to Meppel, although actually Meppel ought to have had more attention paid to it, because of the declining market and so on. So at a given moment I said: it’s all going wrong in Meppel, folks. In the last year we suffered quite a large loss. After that we said: we’ll just have to stop. (Entrepreneur, firm X)

Of course, branches can also be closed in other phases as the result of a trial-and-error process that occurs when changes are brought about in the spatial organization. The reason that most closures occur in the growth syndrome phase is that the internal problems or external shocks that brought about this phase often lead to financial problems, which may be solved by closing down units. Also, the internal problems may be directly related to a firm’s inability to manage a multi-unit operation, in which case it is the branches that are located outside of the home region that are most likely to be closed. Closures may be avoided if new financial resources can be found; important customers and suppliers may play an important role here, as they can either offer assistance or create unfavorable payment conditions.

**Spatial disinvestments**

Firms that encounter a setback are usually characterized by relatively large amounts of disinvestments: branches outside the region of origin may be closed, because new markets fail to make them viable (the burst of the Internet bubble in the case of firm M), or because the firm (mainly the entrepreneur) was unable to manage them at a distance (firm C). It is not completely clear whether these disinvestments were the cause or the effect of a growth syndrome. We do know, however, that they were related: in the two cases mentioned here both the growth syndrome phase and the disinvestments were caused by a lack of coordination competence in firm C and a collapse of the market of one specific business unit in firm M.

The investment made by firm W in the growth syndrome phase in anticipation of future growth was very risky, because of the lack of financial resources.

**Accumulation**

Finally, the very small group of firms that actually manage to continue growing independently enters the accumulation phase, either through recognizing and realizing new opportunities, or through generating a surplus of resources. Some firms discover that they are
unable to enter the accumulation phase on their own, or if they could, that they were unable to do so fast enough. They allowed themselves to be taken over by other organizations, which also provided a solution to some of their locational problems.

Locational initiatives in this phase are often opportunity-driven, but they may also be motivated by shortages of production or office space. This phase is characterized by even greater sunk costs than the early growth phase, which makes it even harder to shut down branches or move a firm’s headquarters outside of the region. There are two other mechanisms that enable changes in the spatial organization to be made, even more so than in the early growth phase. Firstly, the accumulation of resources creates excess capacity, in financial as well as managerial terms, and these resources can be used to realize locational initiatives. Firms that possess sufficient financial resources may also consider taking over other firms as a way of expanding into other regions. Secondly, as a firm goes through its organizational learning process and is able to attract more and perhaps superior human resources, it will be better able to set up and coordinate new branches over longer distances. In addition to these two mechanisms, having branches in several regions may make it easier to decide moving a firm’s headquarters to another region. As a firm grows, location-specific sunk costs will play a relatively smaller role, and can possibly be taken over by another branch in the region of origin. Although the network of an entrepreneur will at first provide an incentive to remain with the region of origin, the entrepreneur and the firm will become less intertwined over time (the firm increases in size and complexity, especially when it has become multilocational). This means that the entrepreneur’s personal network becomes less important as an explanation of the spatial organization of the firm.

To some extent the external selection environment can be resisted in this phase. New branches that cannot survive on their own in their specific selection environment may be retained, because resources transferred from other parts of the firm support them. As a result of slack in the accumulation phase, the external selection environment of new units can be resisted for a relatively long period. Although the external selection environment can thus be resisted more than in other phases, the product and labor market in particular still determine whether production and sales is viable in the long term.

It has often been argued that growing and larger firms decide to move out of their home region more often because they are less dependent on other organizations and are able to do so because they have more resources than small firms. While this argument may seem convincing, it fails to take into account that these firms probably have also accumulated relatively higher sunk costs in terms of firm-specific human and physical resources. This is true in particular for firms that have made high location-specific investments that cannot easily be recovered if they decide to move.

In this section we have explored the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms in distinct phases of their life course. In the next section we will abstract and generalize from these empirical findings.

Towards a Theory of Locational Behavior of Entrepreneurial Firms

A theory of locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms has to take into account the (short term) location decision-making processes that may lead to certain locational events as well as the (long term) development processes of entrepreneurial firms. To explain why locational events occur, I have separated the effects of willingness and ability to change the spatial organization at an empirical level. Decisions to do with a firm’s location are triggered by a willingness to change. This willingness may be the result of necessity, or may be because a firm recognizes an opportunity. However, firms will only follow up this willingness if they are able to do so. The ability to bring about change is assessed ex ante (before the locational event)
by a decision-making (selection) process within the firm and ex post (after the locational event) 
by the way the market responds. The ability of a firm to change its location depends on the 
(financial, human) resources to which it has access and on the organizational capabilities it 
possesses (“dynamic capability”) and which enable it to manage the new spatial organization 
(“operational capability”). The ex post selection reveals the extent to which the firm has been 
able to turn the new branch or the relocated headquarters into a viable resource-generating 
entity. So the location decision-making process involves two levels of variation and selective 
retention: the organizational environment, and the external environment. Which level is most 
important depends on the nature of the firm and the nature of the environment at the moment of 
selection. External selection could be deemed more important if internal selection processes do 
not reflect external selection pressures. The opposite situation occurs when the organizational 
selection processes reflect external selection processes, for example as an effect of 
organizational learning. Another proposition can be put forward on the ‘spatial selection 
environment’. If the external selection environment operates very weakly and the regions in 
which the spatial units are located provide the necessary generic resources\(^3\), then the human 
agency and chance involved in the locational initiatives and the factors related to the internal 
selection environment provide a more extensive explanation for the spatial organization than the 
external selection environment (cf. Boschma and Lambooy, 1999). The elements and agents 
involved in the process of location decision-making are summarized in table 4. With this 
conceptualization we could identify the different causes of locational inertia: it could be the 
sheer ignorance of the decision-makers to start any new locational initiative; or it could be a 
lack of either willingness or ability to transform a proposed locational initiative into a locational 
event (internal selection).

| Table 4. Elements and agents in the process of location decision-making |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Locational initiative**       | **Internal selection** | **Locational event** | **External selection** |
| **Definition of element**       | consideration of (dis)investing in a change in the spatial organization | internal environment in which investment projects compete for resources and are selected on the basis of specific internal selection criteria | (dis)investment in a spatial unit of the firm, leading to a change in the spatial organization of the firm | selection of spatial units or complete firm with specific spatial organization by market environments |
| **Agents involved**             | those who perceive opportunities or constraints | those who decide which initiatives will be acted on | all members of the changed parts of the firm | resource providers; exchange partners; competitors |

The proposed theory of locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms needs to be a process theory. Process theories\(^4\) focus on the explanation of the temporal order in which a discrete set of events occurs; that is to say, they explain an observed sequence of events in terms of the underlying mechanisms that cause events to happen and the particular circumstances that exist when these mechanisms operate. The interaction of these mechanisms with contingent conditions (random, chance events for example) explains the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms.

---

\(^3\) The necessary inputs are not localized, but ubiquitous on higher spatial levels (Weber 1929; Maskell and Malmberg 1999). Maskell et al. (1998) see the process of ‘ubiquitification’ as an effect of globalization; many previously localized capabilities and production factors have become ubiquitous.

\(^4\) Process theory is contrasted with variance theory, which aims to account for the input factors (independent variables) that statistically explain variations in some outcome criteria (dependent variables). See Mohr (1982); Sayer (1992; 2000).
A location decision-making process involves just one cycle, while the locational behaviour of entrepreneurial firms – especially fast-growing ones – consists of many cycles (see figure 2). These cycles involve cumulative causation: a continuity of cause and effect without a final term. Every cycle is to some extent an effect of the previous cycle and a cause of the subsequent cycle. For example, an external selection environment entered in a previous cycle may trigger a locational initiative in a subsequent cycle (with problemistic search, for example). Also, capabilities built up in previous cycles may enable subsequent locational changes, while accumulated sunk costs constrains later changes. The spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms co-evolves with the accumulation of their capabilities, which implies that the locational behaviour of entrepreneurial firms is highly path dependent.

Figure 2. Locational cycles in the development of a firm’s spatial organization

The initial conditions before the first cycle sets in must first be identified before there can be a complete understanding of the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms during their life course. Subsequent change is also structured by the past, so we also have to take into account the successive cycles following this first one, with changing conditions, internal as well as external. Different types of path dependence are involved, including cognitive (prior knowledge), previous investments in the form of sunk costs, and structural lock-ins into webs of interdependent relationships. These path dependences constrain and enable the range of possible options, affecting in the main the emergence of locational initiatives and the internal selection process. A key step in terms of theory development is the identification of the causal powers and mechanisms of entrepreneurial firms that are necessary for the explanation of locational events and thus the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms during their life course. In table 4 I identified the four basic elements in the (short term) location decision-making process. In table 5, I have summarized the key mechanisms and outcomes over the life course, per development phase. The outcomes in the spatial organization are represented as the locational events in the six states of the spatial organization (see also figure 1). They are coded as IR (Inert Regional), IN (Inert National), IM (Inert Multinational), FR (Flexible Regional), FN (Flexible National), and FM (Flexible Multinational). The filling of these cells represents the probability of the occurrence of certain locational events. These can be read as propositions, based on the dominance of certain mechanisms causing changes in the spatial organization in specific development phases. These reflect tendencies, not predetermined outcomes. For example, relocation of the headquarters out of the region of origin (a move from an Inert state to a Flexible state) is improbable in any development phase, while for example the opening and closing of international branches is very probable in the accumulation and growth syndrome phase. The “locational initiative” and “internal selection” columns present the dominant causal mechanisms involved ex-ante the locational event, while the “external selection” column
presents the dominant mechanisms ex-ante the locational event (possible triggering new changes in the spatial organization).

### Table 5. Elements of the theory of locational behaviour of entrepreneurial firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development phase</th>
<th>Location initiative</th>
<th>Internal selection</th>
<th>Locational event*</th>
<th>External selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start-up</td>
<td>opportunity recognition</td>
<td>social networks; investment</td>
<td>IR FR IN FN IM FM</td>
<td>capital market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial survival</td>
<td>problemistic search</td>
<td>social network; resource dependence; investment</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>product market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early growth</td>
<td>problemistic search; opportunity recognition</td>
<td>sunk costs; investment; competence</td>
<td>IM FM</td>
<td>product market; labor market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth syndrome</td>
<td>problemistic search</td>
<td>disinvestment</td>
<td>IM FM</td>
<td>capital market; product market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>opportunity recognition; problemistic search</td>
<td>sunk costs; investment; competence</td>
<td>IM FM</td>
<td>product market; labor market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* see figure 1 for index matrix

In table 5, I have summarized the key conditions and mechanisms involved in locational change for each of the development phases (see the prior section on the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms for illustrations). If it is to be valuable, a new theory needs to generate new predictions, or explain phenomena that the theories it integrates or competes with are not capable of explaining. The added value of the emerging theory of locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms is fourfold. Firstly, most location theories focus on size or age as independent variables, while this theory takes the development phases as the point of departure. This distinction is particularly relevant in considering the different processes that dominate specific phases. Secondly, this theory divides the decision-making process on the basis of a firm’s willingness and its ability with regard to locational change. Thirdly, this theory looks at the internal as well the external evolutionary processes (variation-selection-retention of the spatial organization of firms) that play a role in the decision-making process. Path dependence in locational behavior, both in terms of willingness and ability to change the spatial organization, follows from this. This helps explain why firms that face similar external selection environments may respond in different ways. Fourthly, this theory explains the impact that entrepreneurs – as human agents – have on the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms. This factor is particularly relevant in that it helps explain locational initiatives and internal selection in the early development phases. Entrepreneurial opportunities and a willingness to change are shown to be important explanatory factors in this respect.

This theory explains the locational behavior of entrepreneurial firms as the outcome of a process of initiatives taken by entrepreneurs, enabled and constrained by resources, capabilities
and relationships with internal and external stakeholders. This is a process that is difficult to predict, as it depends on the idiosyncratic nature of people and events. However, this does not imply any indeterminism as firms may learn and thereby create new capabilities that enable, and possibly constrain, the recognition and realization of new locational initiatives. The spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms co-evolves with the accumulation of their capabilities. For example, if a firm has developed the capability to open new branches in other regions successfully, it is more likely to open additional branches (like several fast-growing professional business service firms in our study). The resulting locational events may in turn lead to new initiatives, as is shown in figure 2.

Discussion and Implications

How does the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms develop during their life course, and for what reasons? Thus far, most studies present new firms as passive and faceless entities. This view fails to take into account the role played by entrepreneurs as well as the increased importance of human resources and organizational capabilities in explaining the location of new, fast-growing firms. To incorporate these elements, I have presented new conceptualizations of entrepreneurial firms and their locational behavior. I have confronted these conceptualizations with the empirical results of a field study among new, fast-growing firms. I have looked at the relevant developments among new micro firms and fast-growing firms. As expected, whereas micro firms – just like caterpillars – tend to be fairly static when it comes to their locational behavior, the same cannot be said of most fast-growing firms. When I investigated the relationship between the development of firms over time and possible locational events I found that there was a causal connection between the two. This study shows that the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms co-evolves with the accumulation of their capabilities.

To explain why certain developments take place I proposed a theory of locational behavior that explains the dynamics of the spatial organization of entrepreneurial firms during their life course. It is a theory that explains why different types of locational initiatives emerge and whether or not they develop into a locational event, and which markets are most relevant as external selection environments during the life course of entrepreneurial firms. In contrast to what we are led to expect in existing literature, I found examples of firms that expanded geographically while they were still in the start-up and initial survival phases, and in some cases they even relocated outside the region of origin, because the entrepreneurs recognized entrepreneurial opportunities. However, most entrepreneurs that considered moving out of their home region decided against such a move due to highly valued personal relationships. Firms that decide to move out of their home region in the early phases of their existence do so for different reasons than those that decide to do so at a later stage. The entrepreneur’s personal relationships, for example, become less important as time goes by. So called “late leavers” find it more difficult to move due to high sunk costs in human resources, but the ones that realize such a move have built up a multilocational organization in which this problem is circumvented because they leave behind a branch office in the region of origin of the firm.

In contrast to expectations based on the existing studies on spatial development, most firms do not decide to open branches in other regions, or even abroad in the early growth and accumulation phases, because they can easily expand and reach other markets without maintaining a physical presence there. Another explanation is that these firms have been able to contract employees that are located outside of the region where the headquarters is located, and as such can act as ‘virtual branches’ while they are working at home or on the customer’s location. Contrary to what we find in the industrial cluster and embeddedness literature, inter-organizational networks hardly play a role in explaining the spatial organization of young fast-growing firms. The growth of entrepreneurial firms is likely to have a negative effect on their
regional embeddedness (cf. Wood et al. 2004). It is only during the early phases that these inter-organizational networks possibly constrain the location behavior of firms, but I found that new and comparatively small firms hardly ever consider changing their spatial organization. This is one example where the distinction between willingness and ability allows us to explain the location-related decision-making process of new forms.

In conventional analysis, the internal and external factors associated with the location of (new) firms are dealt with in separate disciplines, and at various (micro and macro) levels of analysis. I have decided not to draw this distinction, and wanted to make sure I incorporated internal factors in explaining the locational decision-making process of entrepreneurial firms. In addition, I take into account the personal and inter-organizational relationships that connect entrepreneurs and their firms to (their home) regions (cf. Dicken and Malmberg 2001).

We explained that, as a rule, butterflies do not leave their home region, but that in some exceptional cases they do decide to spread their wings and move beyond their old environment. On the one hand, we should not be afraid to look beyond physical conceptions of the firm in a ‘globalizing, learning economy’, as many opportunities are recognized and realized without changes to the physical spatial organization of the firm. Although firms are an institutional reality, they are not necessary a physical reality (Searle 2005, 15-16). On the other hand, most butterflies are connected more closely to their home region than might be expected on the basis of the prevailing notion surrounding what it is that constitutes a firm, and most job creation does take place in the regions of origin. I have analyzed firms that were managed by their owner, and found that there is a considerable chance that they will evolve into corporations with external shareholders (as happened to Lycos before it left Pittsburgh for Boston, and also to several biomedical firms I studied). This evolution is likely to turn these firms into the feared footloose organizations, which are dictated by the desires of powerful shareholders. It would be interesting to see how regional policy-makers view the trade-off between, on the one hand, an improved performance by promising new firms due to external stakeholders and, on the other hand, an increased likelihood that these firms move of their home region due to changes in their governance structure.
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